The Admiralty Clause grants maritime jurisdiction to federal courts without establishing a particular substantive standard of rulemaking for those courts to follow. Since *Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins*, however, courts have required common-law rules—including admiralty rules—to be grounded in an identifiable sovereign authority. Last Term, in *Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker*, the Supreme Court disregarded *Erie’s* mandate when it held that the ratio of punitive to compensatory damages in maritime cases could not exceed 1:1. The Court’s 5-3 decision found compelling reason to limit recovery for maritime punitive damages where Congress had not yet legislated, but its ruling adhered to no set standard of rulemaking in admiralty. Rather than ground its judgment in a sovereign authority, the Court neglected to conform to federal statute or state law and thereby
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engaged in the type of federal common-lawmaking that is no longer constitutionally permitted.

As early as 1985, Exxon Shipping’s upper-level management was aware of Captain Joseph Hazelwood’s drinking problem. Yet despite a series of alcoholic relapses, on the night of March 23, 1989, several miles from the Alaskan coastline, Captain Hazelwood was navigating the Exxon Valdez, a 900-foot oil tanker, after downing five double vodkas prior to departure from port. Shortly before midnight, an intoxicated Hazelwood steered the Valdez off course to avoid hitting an iceberg. He then abruptly abandoned his position and left at the mast a third mate who was unlicensed to navigate. The Valdez continued to stray from its course, and shortly after midnight it collided with Bligh Reef. The hull of the ship broke, spilling an estimated eleven million gallons of crude oil into the waters of Prince William Sound. The marine life and its surrounding environment never completely recovered from the widespread resulting devastation, and the area’s fishing industry suffered extensive damage in the aftermath of the accident. A group of affected local residents, commercial fishermen, and native Alaskans subsequently filed a class action suit against Exxon, seeking reparations for their economic losses.

The U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska separated the trial into three phases and ruled in favor of the plaintiffs in each phase. In Phase I, the jury determined that Captain Hazelwood had acted recklessly and that Exxon was liable for his conduct
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occurring within the scope of his managerial duties.\textsuperscript{15} In Phase II, the jury awarded $287 million in compensatory damages and an additional $2.6 million for claimants who had opted for the out-of-court settlement.\textsuperscript{16} In Phase III, the jury awarded plaintiffs punitive damages of $5 billion against Exxon and $5,000 against Hazelwood.\textsuperscript{17} Exxon appealed the judgment.

The Ninth Circuit remanded the punitive damages award twice on due process grounds.\textsuperscript{18} On the third appeal, a panel of the Ninth Circuit upheld the Alaska jury’s determination that Exxon was liable for the reckless conduct of its employees acting within the scope of their managerial duties.\textsuperscript{19} After conducting a review of punitive damages for conformity with due process standards, the Ninth Circuit concluded that an award of $4.5 billion remained excessive and reduced it to $2.5 billion.\textsuperscript{20} Exxon appealed, arguing that even the reduced punitive damages award was excessive and disputing its liability for an employee’s recklessness.\textsuperscript{21}

The Supreme Court affirmed in part and reversed in part.\textsuperscript{22} The Court divided equally on the first issue concerning Exxon’s liability, leaving undisturbed the Ninth Circuit’s opinion that a ship owner could be liable in punitive damages for the reckless conduct of managerial employees occurring within the scope of their employment.\textsuperscript{23} Moving to the second issue, federal preemption, Justice Souter affirmed that federal civil penalties for the company’s environmental violations did not preempt punitive damages awarded in admiralty.\textsuperscript{24} For the final issue, regarding the appropriate level of punitive damages, the Court held that a punitive damages award of $2.5 billion was excessive, and more
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generally, that punitive damage awards in maritime cases may not exceed compensatory damages. The judgment against Exxon was capped at $507.5 million and vacated and remanded to the Ninth Circuit.

In arriving at this determination, the Court described its inquiry as occurring “in the exercise of federal maritime common law authority.” Modern admiralty practices, the majority asserted, “support[ed] judicial action to modify a common law landscape” of the courts’ own formation. In the majority’s view, number-based rules such as a “maximum multiple” produce predictable punitive damages awards. Several states had adopted a 3:1 or 2:1 ratio, but the Court reasoned that those approaches generally covered conduct such as malice and negligence and did not properly apply to the present case. Basing its reasoning upon an empirical study of punitive damages from a random selection of county jurisdictions, the Court embraced a “median ratio of punitive to compensatory verdicts” of 0.65:1, which it rounded to an even 1:1 ratio. To justify its new rule, the majority pointed to past judicially created maritime rules as compelling precedent. The majority declared the cap on maritime punitive damages as “no less judicial” than selecting “an outer limit of constitutionality for punitive damages” in non-maritime cases.

Justice Scalia wrote a brief concurrence, joined by Justice Thomas. Although Justice Scalia supported the Court’s references to State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Campbell and BMW of North America v. Gore, both of which imposed constitutional limits on punitive damages, he continued to distance
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himself from those decisions.\textsuperscript{37}  Despite his support for the majority’s overall reasoning and judgment, he still maintained that \textit{State Farm’s} and \textit{Gore’s} due process holdings were in error.\textsuperscript{38}

Justice Stevens dissented in part,\textsuperscript{39}  contending that the Court should have affirmed the Ninth Circuit’s punitive damages ruling.\textsuperscript{40}  Justice Stevens insisted that the preferred authority for making “empirical judgments” to limit punitive damages was Congress and not the Court,\textsuperscript{41}  and that “a policy of judicial restraint” should be followed in the absence of federal legislative enactments.\textsuperscript{42}  In his view, the majority failed to justify its refusal to defer to Congress or adequately to consider the unique features of maritime law that make comparison to non-maritime punitive damages caps ill-advised.\textsuperscript{43}

Justice Ginsburg dissented in part, criticizing the majority’s decision to reduce the punitive damages award.\textsuperscript{44}  She also agreed with Justice Stevens’s position that Congress was the better decision maker on the matter and argued that the shift from the “traditional common law” review of jury awards to a mandatory cap upon punitive damages responded to an illusory problem.\textsuperscript{45}  Even if the problem were real, the new solution was too fact-specific to the circumstances.\textsuperscript{46}  Moreover, the majority’s holding neglected to establish in what contexts outside of maritime law the 1:1 ratio would be binding.\textsuperscript{47}

Justice Breyer dissented in part, arguing in favor of affirming the Ninth Circuit judgment on punitive damages.\textsuperscript{48}  He contended that the majority’s goal of providing a uniform punitive damages standard could be accomplished through means other
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than a fixed ratio. In any event, Justice Breyer asserted that an exception to the rule was warranted in cases of particularly egregious conduct, which Exxon had exemplified.

The majority’s attempt to constrain punitive damages reflects a mistaken understanding of the sources of authority that shape federal maritime common law. The construction of federal common law in admiralty is not to be treated as distinct from other types of federal common-lawmaking. In the absence of applicable federal statutes, the Court should have conducted a review of relevant state laws. Although judges ruling in non-admiralty cases tend to defer to state legislatures’ judgments about limits on punitive damages, the Court took a different approach with respect to federal maritime punitive damages. Rather than attach its ruling to an identifiable authority, the majority rested its decision upon the results of an empirical study. By declaring that punitive damages may not exceed the equivalent of compensatory damages, the Court constructed a maritime rule that improperly substituted its judgment for that of state legislatures.

The Court is bound by Erie’s restrictions on federal common-lawmaking in the absence of clear statutory or delegated authority. Prior to Erie, in cases such as Swift v. Tyson, federal courts applied “general common law” in diversity cases without requiring that the law rest in “any particular sovereign.” When Erie overruled Swift, the Court declared that in diversity cases, save for “matters governed by the Federal Constitution or by acts of Congress,” federal courts were to apply “the law of the state.” From that point forward, judges and scholars have overwhelmingly acknowledged that the establishment of rules of decision required that federal common law arise from
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an identifiable sovereign; without question, the “defining characteristic” of federal common law is “its ultimate authorization in enacted federal law.”

Courts sitting in admiralty cannot exempt themselves from Erie’s mandate. Where Congress has provided no legislative direction, the Court must still try to conform admiralty common law to Congress’s intent as expressed in related statutes. Maritime law has striven to “harmonize” rules of decision in admiralty with federal statutes, which are considered the primary source of “policy guidance.” When congressional legislative guidance is utterly lacking, the Court should proceed by applying appropriate state law. The Court certainly possesses the authority to fashion rules specific to maritime law, but its decisions must nevertheless be founded upon an identifiable source of law. Justice Holmes, in his famous dissent in Southern Pacific Co. v. Jensen, pronounced that the source of maritime law could not rest in the “brooding omnipresence in the sky.” Indeed, Justice Holmes wisely forewarned that admiralty federal common-lawmaking without Congressional guidance was unconstitutional and should be supplemented by state common law.

_Exxon Shipping_ therefore fails the standard of federal common-lawmaking in three notable respects. First, it disregards the post-Erie approach of conformity with congressional intent and substantiation in federal statutes with the mistaken claim that Congress typically bows to the discretion of courts sitting
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in admiralty. The Exxon Shipping majority analogized its rulemaking approach to that of United States v. Reliable Transfer Co., in which the Court eliminated the rule for divided damages in the absence of a congressional statute directly on point. Yet the majority notably failed to acknowledge that in that case the Court had actually sought guidance in legislative enactments—in particular, borrowing the rule for proportional fault from the Jones Act. The principle in Reliable Transfer found support in a federal maritime statute, but Exxon Shipping’s rulemaking lacked any perceptible origin in federal statutory law.

Next, the Court deviated from the second step, the application of relevant state law. When courts in admiralty seek but do not find direction from Congress, the authority for the substantive law comes from prevailing state law. Rather than review state law on the matter, the majority in Exxon Shipping adopted a median ratio of punitive-to-compensatory damages found in an empirical study of court judgments. The empirical research, however, does not articulate a legal principle reflecting a consensus among states. The study, which covered cases collected from a random selection of forty-six of seventy-five of the most populous counties in the United States over three years, found that the median ratio of awards was 0.62:1 for jury trials and 0.66:1 for bench trials. Taking these two figures, the Court determined the median ratio to be 0.65:1. As evidence of the Court’s inability to grasp the fine distinctions of number crunching, the resulting ratio fails to actually specify the reasonable limits on such awards; it merely indicates that half of the award ratios were higher and the other half were lower. Not only is the major-
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ity’s treatment of and reliance upon the research flawed in that respect, but its attempt to displace the importance of substantiating authority in state law is also plainly wrong.

Instead, Exxon Shipping ignores precedent pointing to the application of state law in the absence of congressional authority. Sea-Land Services, Inc. v. Gaudet,71 for example, held in favor of following the direction of state law72 in extending a cause of action for recovery under loss of society to the surviving spouse of a harbor worker injured in territorial waters.73 Likewise, American Export Lines, Inc. v. Alvez74 adopted an identical approach and noted that, where the statutory or general maritime law gives no clear precedent, federal courts sitting in admiralty may consider prevailing state law for guidance.75

Furthermore, even if the majority in Exxon Shipping had relied on the methodology of state legislatures, there was an utter lack of consensus among jurisdictions as to what punitive-to-compensatory ratio was appropriate. A number of states had ratios ranging from 1:1 to 5:1, but Exxon Shipping’s approach followed no general consensus among a majority or minority of states.76 In addition, the Court’s recent due process jurisprudence in State Farm77 and Gore78 roundly rejects a bright-line definition of the outer limits of excessive punitive damages with “a simple mathematical formula.”79

Finally, and perhaps most troubling of all, the Court neglected to attach an identifiable legal authority to its judgment. In resolving any statutory gaps, courts may not make law from
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thin air, and admiralty is no exception. Indeed, the majority’s undue emphasis on social science studies falls short of establishing an adequate legal principle to sustain the Court’s reasoning. Empirical research as reliable legal authority is questionable, considering the lack of a proper mechanism for independent judicial evaluation of its validity.\textsuperscript{80} If judges feel compelled to legislate in maritime cases, their desire must ultimately be grounded in an accompanying discernable authority; \textit{Exxon Shipping}, in contrast, is marked by an absence of support in federal or state law.

Following the steps counseled by \textit{Gaudet} and \textit{Alvez}, the Court should have first considered whether Congress had legislated on the matter of punitive damages in admiralty. Although the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act imposes strict liability and caps recovery in some Alaskan oil spills, it specifically fails to limit the availability of punitive damages.\textsuperscript{81} The Jones Act and the Death on the High Seas Act bar punitive damages for claims arising from a seaman’s wrongful death or injury,\textsuperscript{82} but they do not preclude recovery in circumstances that do not involve harm to seamen; they also do not designate a mandatory ceiling on punitive damages in any other contexts. Evidently, Congress has not enacted a statute limiting punitive damages or indicated an intent to delegate that responsibility to the Court in maritime collision cases where claimants suffered economic losses.

The next appropriate inquiry was thus an evaluation of the direction of state law. In its second step, the Court should


have recognized that the absence of a punitive damages limit in state common law supported a similar rule in general maritime law. The Court’s prior holding in *Wilburn Boat v. Fireman’s Fund Insurance*\(^8\) noted Congress’s reluctance to “disturb[]” the present system of state regulation of maritime insurance\(^8\) and stressed the Court’s inability to fashion a nationwide insurance code by way of the common law.\(^8\) Similarly, the Court in *Exxon Shipping* should have acknowledged that building a federal scheme limiting recovery in admiralty was beyond the scope of its institutional competence. The type of decision making involved in selecting an appropriate number-based rule to cap maritime punitive damages is far better left to Congress. Although punitive damages face varying types of limits under state regulation,\(^8\) all of the prohibitions on recovery above a simple monetary cap\(^9\) or a set ratio of punitive-to-compensatory damages were adopted not by state courts but by state legislatures.\(^8\) Further underlining this discrepancy, Justice Stevens emphasized that the majority was unable to identify “a single state court” that attempted to bar recovery through use of a “precise ratio.”\(^8\)

One possible explanation for *Exxon Shipping*’s rejection of state law may be the Court’s concern for uniformity in shaping the contours of maritime law.\(^8\) Neither the need for consis-
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tency nor the Constitution’s grant of admiralty jurisdiction, however, justifies an open-ended invitation for judicial law-making without sufficient basis in legal doctrine. Maritime rules that lend uniformity to the body of admiralty law must still rest upon the basis of extant authorities, and Exxon Shipping failed to locate an authority in federal or state law supportive of its rulemaking approach.

Another theory for the Court’s departure from the standard for rulemaking in admiralty is that it had fallen victim to the temptation of external political pressures. It is likely that the larger societal debate on rising levels of punitive damages had persuaded the Court that jury awards were spiraling out of control. Indeed, amicus briefs on punitive damages have sought to show, often in misleading depictions, that runaway verdicts are either a crisis for American businesses or a manufactured and exaggerated phenomenon. There may be a pressing demand for federal regulation that places reasonable parameters on awards. Because Congress had not spoken, however, the source of authority was state law. State courts were noticeably silent on the matter, yet the Court dismissed following a like approach and proceeded to create its own ratio limiting recovery. Convinced that admiralty jurisdiction supplied a unique opportunity to remodel the system of tort recovery, the Court acted without deference to Congress or the States.

In setting aside the need to base its rulemaking on a recognizable source of law, the Court has made the “mess” of admiralty law still more difficult to navigate. Rather than construct a coherent standard of maritime rulemaking, the Court’s opinion reinforces the misconception that judges may make admiralty rules without regard to “basic constitutional rules
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about preemption and federal lawmaking.”96 Most troubling, it has succeeded in pushing the bounds of judicial discretion in maritime law, a deeply concerning development. Dismissing Erie’s requirements, the Court in Exxon Shipping misinterpreted congressional silence as acquiescence and proceeded to fashion a new maritime rule with inadequate legal authority.
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